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SB 641

Senator Johnston-

26-767-82
l

A bill to be entitled

2

An act relating to intangible personal property

3

taxes; amending s. 199.023(7), Florida

4

Statutes; modifying a definitipn; amending s.

5

l99.042(l)(a), Florida Statutes;-providing that

6

certain returns filed on certain days are not

7

delinquent; providing an effective date.

8
9

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

10
ll
12
13
14

Section l.

Subsection (7) of section 199.023, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
199.023

Definitions.--The following terms and phrases

when used in this chapter shall have the meaning ascribed to

15

them in this section, except where the context clearly

16

indicates a different meaning:

17
18

(7)

"Affiliated group" means one or more chains of

includable corporations connected through stock ownership with

19
20

p•iaeipai piaee ef a�eiaeee ia �e s�a�e7 which is an
includable corporation, providing that:
(a)

Stock possessing at least 80 percent of the voting

power of all classes of stock and at least 80 percent of each
24

class of the nonvoting stock of each of the includable

25

corporations, excepting therefrom the common parent

26

corporation, is owned directly by one or more of the other

27

includable corporations; and

28

(b)

The common parent corporation owns directly stock

29

possessing at least 80 percent of the voting power of all

30

classes of stock and at least 80 percent of each class of the

31
l
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nonvoting stock of at least one of the other includable

2

corporations.

3

4

As used in this subsection, the term "nonvoting stock" does

S

not include nonvoting stock which is limited and preferred as

6

to dividends.
Section 2.

7
8

199.042, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
199.042

9

10

Paragraph (a) of subsection (l) of section

payment.--

(l)(a)

11

Date of delinquency; discounts for early
All annual taxes on intangible personal

12

property shall be due and payable so as to be received by the

13

department by June 30 of each year, and shall be delinquent on

14

and after July 1 of each year.

15

department shall be considered delinquent when said return is

16

postmarkedT etker tftlll\ ay a peeta9e aeterT not later than the

17

30th day of such month.

However, no return to the

If June 30 falls on a Saturday,

18

Sunday, or a federal or state holiday, no return postmarked or

19

delivered to the department on the first workday immediately

20

following such date shall be considered delinquent.
Section 3.

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

This act shall take effect upon becoming a

law.

*****************************************
SENATE SUMMARY
Amends the definition of "affiliated group."

Provides
that any intangible personal property tax return filed on
the first workday immediately following a June 30 which
falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or a holiday is not
delinquent.

29
30
31
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LAWS OF FLORIDA

CHAPTER 82-82

and social security numbers of all owners and employees, and proof of
purchase of adequate bond as required in this chapter. A certificate
evidencing proof of registration shall be issued by the division and
must be prominently displayed in the tour operator's primary place of
business.
(3) Registration fees shall be in an amount equal to the
division's administrative costs registering such operators; provided,
how�ver, such fees shall not be greater than $300 per annum per
registrant.
All amounts collected shall be deposited by
the
Treasurer to the credit of the Hotel and Restaurant Trust Fund
pursuant to s. 509.072.
(4) The division may suspend or revoke the certificate of any
receptive tour operator that has operated or is operating in
violation of any of the provisions of this section or the rules of
the division. Such operators shall not engage in business while the
certificate is revoked or suspended.
(5)(a)

It is a violation of this section for any person:

1. To conduct business as
registering with the division.

a

receptive

tour operator without

2. To conduct business as a receptive tour operator without
purchase of a performance bond, the amount of which shall be set by
the division; provided, however, the bond shall be no less than
$25,000.
The surety on such bond shall be a surety company
authorized to do business in the state and conditioned on the prompt,
faithful, and efficient performance of the contracted services.
3. To knowingly make any false statement, representation or
certification in any application or registration form required by the
chapter or by division rule.
4. To violate or fail to comply with any rule or order adopted or
issued by the division pursuant to its lawful authority in carrying
out the intent of this chapter.
(b)l. The division may impose a civil penalty of up to $5,000 for
violations
as
described
in
paragraph
(a)
by
appropriate
administrative action as provided by rule. All amounts collected
shall be deposited by the Treasurer to the credit of the Hotel and
Restaurant Trust Fund pursuant to s. 509.072.
2. The division may institute a civil action in a court of
competent jurisdiction to recover any penalties or damages allowed in
this chapter and for injunctive relief to enforce compliance with
this chapter or any rule or order of the division.
3. Whoever commits a violation as described in paragraph (a) is
liable to the state for any damage caused and for civil penalties
imposed by the division or by a court of competent jurisdiction.
Section 2. Each section within chapter 509, Florida Statutes,
which is added or amended by this act, is repealed on October 1,
1990, and shall be reviewed by the Legislature pursuant to s. 11.61,
Florida Statutes.
Section 3.
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Approved by the Governor April 2, 1982.

Filed in Office Secretary of State April 5, 1982.
CHAPTER 82-83
An

Senate Bill No. 641

act relating to intangible personal property taxes,
amending s. 199.023(7), Florida Statutes; modifying a
definition;
amending
s.
199.042(l)(a),
Florida
Statutes; providing that certain returns filed on
certain
days
are
not
delinquent;
amending s.
199.052(7)(d), Florida Statutes; providing an exception
from
treatment
as a future advance for certain
adjustable rate notes and mortgages; amending
s.
199.072(l)(f), Florida Statutes; providing an exemption
for all obligations, except bonds, secured by a lien on
real property located outside the state; providing that
such exemption is retroactive; amending s. 199.062,
Florida
Statutes; revising provisions relating to
reports to the Department of Revenue and stockholders
by companies and corporations of Florida stockholder
information; specifying exemptions ; revising dates and
penalties; amending s. 201.08(1), Florida Statutes•
providing an exception for certain adjustable rat�
notes
and mortgages; amending s. 201.09, Florida
Statutes; providing an exception for certain adjustable
rate notes and mortgages; providing an effective date.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

Section 1. Subsection
is amended to read:

(7)

of section 199.023, Florida Statutes,

199.023 Definitions.--The following terms and phrases when used
in this chapter shall have the meaning ascribed to them in this
section, except where the context clearly indicates a different
meaning:
(7) "Affiliated group" means one or more chains of includable
corporations connected through stock ownership with a common parent
corporation7 ifteerpera�es ift er ftavift� i�s priftetpa¼ p¼eee ef
ettstftess ift �fte s�e�e7 which is an includable corporation, providing
that:
(a) Stock possessing at least 80 percent of the voting power of
all classes of stock and at least 80 percent of each class of the
nonvoting stock of each of the includable corporations, excepting
therefrom the common parent corporation, is owned directly by one or
more of the other includable corporations; and

(b) The common parent corporation owns directly stock possessing
at least 80 percent of the voting power of all classes of stock and
at least 80 percent of each class of the nonvoting stock of at least
one of the other includable corporations.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1982.
202
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CHAPTER 82-83
As used in this
include nonvoting
dividends.

subsection, the
stock which is

CHAPTER 82-83

term "nonvoting stock" does not
limited and preferred as to

Section 2. Paragraph (a) of subsection (1) of section 199.042,
Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
199.042

Date of delinquency; discounts for early payment.-

(l)(a) All annual taxes on intangible personal property shall be
due and payable so as to be received by the department by June 30 of
each year and shall be delinquent on and after July 1 of each year.
However n� return to the department shall be considered delinquent
when s�id return is postmarkedT et�e• •�aft �y a peeta•e �••••T not
later than the 30th day of such month.
If June 30 falls on a
Saturday, Sunday, or a federal or state holiday, no return post�arked
_
or delivered to the department on the first workday immediately
following such date shall be considered delinquent.
Section 3. section 199.052(7)(d), Florida Statutes, is amended to
read as follows:
199.052

Returns.--

(7)
(d) If the mortgage, deed of trust, or other lien subject to the
tax levied by this chapter secures future advances, as provided in s.
697.04, the tax shall be paid at the time of execution on the init�al
debt or obligation secured, excluding future advances; at the time
_� on
and so often as any future advance is made, the tax shall be p�i
all sums then advanced. Any increase i� the amount _of original
indebtedness caused by interest accruing under �n adJusta�le rate
note or mortgage having an initial interest rate adJustment inter�al
of not less than 6 months and secured by a one-to-four family
structure shall, however, be taxable as a future advance only to t�e
extent such increase is a computable sum certain when the document is
executed. The trustee under any such deed of trust or �he ow�er of
any such mortgage or other instrument evidencing such lien_making any
such advance shall pay the tax prescribed in this chapter 1n respect
to the amount of the advance; and the clerk shall place a n�tation on
the record of the mortgage, deed of trust, or other in�trum�nt
evidencing such lien, or upon any supplemental instrument evidencing
such advance and offered for recording, showing the amount of �ax
received by him.
Failure to pay the tax shall not affect the lien
for any such future advance given by s. 6 97.04, but any person who
shall fail or refuse to pay such tax due by �im shall be guilty of a
_
misdemeanor and upon conviction shall be fined accordingly.
The
mortgage, deed of trust, or other instrument shall not be enforceab�e
in any court of this state as to any such advance unless and until
the tax due thereon upon each advance that may have been made
thereunder has been paid.
Section 4.

Section 199.062, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

(Substantial rewording of section. See
s. 199.062, F.S., for present text.)
199.062
brokers.--

Information

reports;
204

companies,

corporations,

and
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(1) Every
company
or
corporation,
financial
institutions, qualified to do business in this including
state, domestic or
foreign, shall, on or before June 30 of
each year, file with the
department a report of all registered Florid
a stockholders as of
December 31 of the previous year, except that
no report is required
under this subsection:
(a)

If the security is not taxable under this chapte
r; or
(b) If the company has paid any dividend during
the
previo
us year
on the class of security held by the Florida
stockholder; or
(c) The company has exercised the electi
on to pay the tax as
agent for it■ Florida stockholders under subsec
tion (3); or
(d) There are no Florida stockholders.

(2) The report shall be on forms prescribed,
or approved, by the
department and shall include the name, addres
s, and social security
or
federal
employer
identification
number
of each Florida
stockholder, the number and class of shares
stockholder, the just value of each class held by each Florida
on
Januar
y 1 of the tax
year, and such other information as may be reason
ably required by the
department.
(3)(a) Every
company
or
corporation,
institutions, qualified to do business in this including financial
foreign, shall have the election each tax year state, domestic or
tax on any class of its stock, as agent for its to pay the intangible
Florida stockholders,
and be relieved of the duty to file the report
of registered Florida
stockholders for any such class of stock for
the tax year required
under subsection (1).
(b) The election shall be affirmatively exerci
sed by the company
or corporation by filing written notification
the department on or before June 30 each year of the election with
on
forms
prescribed by
the department by rule.
In addition, a company or corporation
exercising this election shall furnish its
Florid
a
stockh
olders with
written notice, on or before April 1 of each
or corporation has exercised the election to year, that the company
or classes of stock for the year, as agent. pay the tax on the class
this election shall certify on the notifiA company exercising
cation filed with the
department that its shareholders were notifi
ed by April 1 of the
company's election to pay as agent.

(c) Should
the company or corporation fail to notify
the
department of its election to pay the tax
as agent, the election
shall
not
be valid, regardless of any notification
provided
stockholders, and the company or corporation
shall be required to
file the report for all Florida stockholders
under subsection (1),
regardless of any exception in subsection (1).
(d) Once a company or corporation has
exercised the election
under this section, the election for the tax
or revoked and shall be binding on the year may not be amended
However, such election shall not be bindin company for the tax year.
g for other tax years.
(4) All security brokers registered under
the laws of Florida
shall file with the department, on or before
June 30 of each year, a
position statement as of December 31 of
the preceding year for each
customer whose mailing address is within the
state.
Such statement
205
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number or
shall include the customer's name, address, social security
of all
federal identification number, the number and description
as the
ion
informat
other
such
and
,
customer
the
for
held
es
securiti
require.
ly
reasonab
may
nt
departme
or
(5) In order to provide for uniform reporting, every company
corporation qualified to do business in this state shall:

its Florida
(a) On or before April 1 of each year notify
ng year of the
stockholders of record as of December 31 of the precedi
stock which is not
just value on January 1 of each class of its es,
or which is
regularly listed on any of the public stock exchang ation
is required
not regularly traded over the counter. Such notific
ly traded over
where a class of stock is regularly listed or regular
the value
the counter and the shares are subject to restrictions anded price.
reportable by the stockholder is less than the publish
be binding on
Values determined by a company or corporation shall not
the stock is
es
determin
nt
departme
the
event
the
In
nt.
the departme
each person
from
collect
and
assess
to
proceed
shall
it
lued,
underva
on such
due
t
interes
and
,
penalty
tax,
of
amount
the
tax
to
subject
value.
correct
the
on
based
shares
(b) On or before June 30 of each year:

its'"---1. Furnish the department with written notification of any of
shares which are not taxable under this chapter.
of the fact
2. Furnish the department with written notification
the previous
the company or corporation has paid a dividend during
calendar year to the holders of any class of its stock.
event
3. Furnish the department with written notification in the
there are no Florida stockholders for all classes of its stock.
tion required
4. File with the department the valuation informa
Florida
that
certification
with
along
under paragraph (a)
1.
shareholders were furnished the required information by April
ion (1) or
(6)(a) Failure to file the reports required by subsect
the company,
subsection (4) within the time required shall subject
for each Florida
corporation, or broker to a penalty of $10
may be,
stockholder record or Florida customer record, as the case
not timely filed with the department.
ph
(b) Failure to file the notifications required by paragra
of $100.
(5)(b) shall subject the company or corporation to a penalty
ed in the same
(c) Such penalties shall be assessed and collect
department
The
.
chapter
this
by
imposed
es
penalti
other
as
manner
ons of s.
provisi
the
under
es
penalti
such
ise
comprom
or
waive
may
213.21.
zed and
(7)(a) The department is hereby specifically authori
all reasonable
empowered, after making written request, to examine at
g to the reports
hours all books, records, and other documents relatin
duty to file
of companies, corporations, and brokers charged with the
reports or make reports required in this section.

refuses to
(b) In the event a company, corporation, or broker
the department
permit examination of such records by the department,
such
shall have the right to proceed in any circuit court against
206
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company, corporation, or broker to seek a mandatory injunction or
other appropriate remedy to enforce its right, as granted by this
section, to require examination of such records. If the injunction
or other appropriate remedy is granted, the court may order the
company, corporation, or broker to pay the costs of such legal action
and the cost of the subsequent examination by the department.
(8) The companies, corporations, and brokers subject to the
provisions of this section shall keep and preserve all books,
records, and documents relating to the information reported under
this section for a period of 3 years from June 30 of each tax year.
Section 5.

Section

3 of this act shall take effect July 1, 1983.

Section 6. Paragraph (f) of subsection (1) of section 199.072,
Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
199.072

Exemptions.--

(1) The following intangible
tax imposed by this chapter:

property shall be exempt from the

(f) NotesT eeaesT and other obligations, except bonds, to the
extent that such notes and obligations are secured by mortgage, deed
of trust, or other lien upon real property situated outside the state
�pen whieh a eee�fflea�ary er reeereia� �e K he s eeen psis in �he
;�riaeie�iea wkere seia reei preper�y is ¼eea�ee.
Section 7.
read:.·,

Section

Florida

201.08(1),

promissory
on
201.08 Tax
obligations to pay money, or
compensation; exception.--

Statutee,

ie amended to .

or nonnegotiable notes, written
other
or
assignments of wages

(1) On promissory notes, nonnegotiable notes, written obligations
to pay �oney, or assignments of salaries,
other
or
wages,
executed, delivered, sold, transferred, or
made,
compensation
assigned in the state, and for each renewal of the same, on each $100
of the indebtedness or obligation evidenced thereby the tax shall be
On mortgages, trust
15 cents on each $100 or fraction thereof.
deeds, security agreements, or other evidences of indebtedness filed
or recorded in this state, and for each renewal of the same, on each
$100 of the indebtedness or obligation evidenced thereby the tax
Mortgages,
shall �e 15 cents on 7 a�h $100 or fraction thereof.
including, but not limited to, mortgages executed without the state
and recorded in the state, which incorporate the certificate of
ind 7 btedness, not otherwise shown in separate instruments, are
When there is both a
to the same tax at the same rate.
subJect
mortgage, trust deed, or security agreement and a note, certificate
of indebtedness, or obligation, the tax shall be paid on the
deed, or security agreement at the time of
trust
mortgage,
certificate of
recordation. A notation shall be made on the note
indebtedne�s, or obligation that the tax has been p;id and the proper
stamps affixed to the mortgage, trust deed, or security agreement.
If the mortgage, trust deed, security agreement, or other evidence of
indebtedness subject to the tax levied by this section secures future
advances, as provided in s. 697.04, the tax shall be paid at the time
of recordation on the initial debt or obligation secured, excluding
future advances; at the time and so often as any future advance is
made, the tax shall be paid on all sums then advanced regardless of
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t ated general
Notwithstanding the a fores
ad e .
b
c aused
wher e such advance is m
n al indebte dn ess
i
i
or
of
t
un
o
m
a
vin an
rule an incr ease in the
ote or mort a e h a
n
rate
le
ab
ust
'
ad
n
a
interest accruin under
not less that 6 months
tment interval of
ble as a
initial interest rate adjus
cture shall be taxa
tru
s
mil
a
f
r
u
o
-f
o
sum
com ut able
and secured b a one-t
eas e is a
incr
h
c
u
s
t
e
n
xt
e
e
h
t
future advance onl to ent is executed. F ailure to pay the tax shall
m
04,
when the docu
certain
advance given by s. 697.
n for an y such future t
m is
n ot affect the l ie
o pay such tax due by hi
refuses
r
o
s
l
fai
who
but any person
The mortgage , trust
degree.
of the first
guil ty of a misdemeanor um
eable in any court of
c
r
enfo
e
ot b
other instr ent shall nun
or
deed,
unt il the tax due
nd
a
ess
l
such advance
this state as t o any
thereun der has been
e
mad
en
e
b
e
may hav
thereon upon each advance that

paid.

Section 8.
read:

Section

201.09 Renewal
exemption.-3

mort
not

201.09(3),

of

existing

Florida

Statutes,

promissory

notes

is created to

and

mortgages;

r ate note or
able
renewal of an ad·ustment
in
iven
inte rval of
A note
d 'ust
a
a te
r
st
e
r
inte
l
ia
t
a e which h a s an ini
a one-to-four famil
b
ecured
s
is
and
ths
6 mon
than
less
to the extent of an
not r eviousl b een aid
1 above.

b ecoming
u pon
all take effect
Section 9. This act rsh
1, 1979.
ctively to J a n uary
a
o
ret
y
l
pp
a
ll
ha
Section 5 s
l 2, 1982.
Approved by th e Governor Apri
state Apr il 5, 1982.
Fil ed in Office secr etary of

a law.

CHAPTER 82-84

An

ate Bil l No. 686
Committee Substitute for Sen
ce
g a nd public food servi
relating to public lodgin.261
act
(5), Florid a Statutes;
509
g
s.
in
dd
a
;
ents
ishm
establ
s sued ex cept
ce nse may not b e i
pro viding tha t a new li
Division of
the
f
o
r
o
ct
re
e Di
in the discretion of th
ic lodging
publ
ny
a
e
wher
Restaurants
a nd
Hotels
blishment
esta
ce
vi
r
e
s
d
oo
f
c
i
establ ishment or publ ect o f suspension or revocation
subj
or
premis es are the
s,
any gambling, na r cotic.302
(3),
proceedings based ono ffen
endin g s. 509
am
s;
e
s
ted
n ding
p rostit ution rela
ing the annual fee forofu
Florida St atutes; increais
id ing f r rules
prov
;
gram
ro
P
on
t
a
duc
E
y
t
Hospitali
Heal th
th e
of the Department of ce
rtain
by the Division of Health
respect to
th
wi
ces
rvi
e
S
e
ativ
t
i
l
and R ehabi
providing an
e f erence ;
r
ss
cro
a
g
ctin
e
corr
employees;
effective date.

,
ature of the State of Florida
Be It Enacted by the L egisl
.261, Florida
is added to section 509
Section 1. Subsection (5)
statutes, to read,
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509.261

Revo cation or suspension of

CHAPTER 82-84

licenses;

fines; procedure.--

(5 ) No person shall be entitled to the issuanc e of a license for
u lic fo o d service establishment
public lodging establishment o
director wher e the Division
except in the discretion of the d� l �
���
of Hotels a nd Restaurants has notif�
e
� current licenseholder for
i
such premises that revocation or suspens on p roceedings have been or
will be bro ught against sueh current li censee based upon any
gambl"ing, n arcotics, or prostitution re 1 ated charges.
any

Sect ion 2. Subsection
is amended to read :
509.302

Director

compensation.--

of

(3)

0

f section 5o9.302, Florid a Statutes,

education,

personne l,

e mployment

duties,

(3) The director's basic r ole is to develop and blend together an
ed u cational program, designated th
Ho
tal ity
Education Program,
offer ed
for the entire industry :ith ;�;
emphasis on each of the
types o f educational programs requir ed.
5��� progra ms sh all include :
(a)
(b)
heads.

Vocational training.
Co mmunity

( c) Degree
positions.
(d)

colle ge

programs

I nservice

programs
in

continuing

for

supervisors and department

man agement

for

t op

a dministrat ive

education programs.

All p ublic l odging
st bl" s hm nts a nd a ll p ublic food service
establishments license� u�de� th�s ch�pter shall pay an additio nal
o e !n the Hotel and Restaur ant
fee of $3 $i which sha ll b e
Trust Fundestablis hed under B
9 �e�i, an d m oney col lected
pur s ua nt to s uch fees sh all · �s ed
· for the sol e purpose of funding
�=
g
m
the Hospitality Education Pro

t�� ;�i t

Sect ion 3. Subsection
is amended to r ead :
509.221

(9)

of s ection 5o9.221, Florida Statutes,

Sanitary regulation s.--

. (9)1.!1 No person suffering from a
eeft�a�ie�s eP communicable
i ease consider ed haz ardous to the ubl�y,
c s health shall be emplo y ed
�s
n
i
a �y
public lodging est ablisfunen�L ep public food service
establ is hment , sta• te - owned or state-operated institut ion, pub lie
school food se�v i ce, or nonpublic school food service to prepare or
Eee«serve food or dr1nk or to h andle
or
, « P i ftk T dishes, towels
.
l inens
or
in any other
whereby such d isease might b e
city
�:��
The division, in consultation
communicated to guests or te
with the Department of Heal t�· a nd Reh abilitative Services sh all
promulga te rules necessary to in ure accomplishment of th e int�nt o f
this section. Such rules shal l � e
orced by represent atives of the
d�vision and county h�alth units :�! shall incl ude, but not b e
l m
i ited to, requirements that:
1· An employer have on file documentation that each employee has
had a nega tive chest x-ray or a negative skin t est for tuberculo sis
within the past three years.
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01/25/82 SENATE
01128/82 SENATE

FILED
INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO NATURAL RESOURCtS AND
CONSERVATION -SJ 00081
02/04/82 SENATE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- NATURAL RESOURCES & CONS.
2/08/82 2 PH RH H
02/08/82 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR
BY NATURAL RESOURCES 4ND CONSERVATlON -SJ 00135
02/16/82 SENATE P LACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; AMENDMENT ADOPTED
-SJ 001661 AHENOHtNT PE NDING -SJ 00167
02/17/82 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; AMENDMENT PENDING
-SJ 00172; MOTION TO RECONSIDER AMENDMENT lA -SJ 00179
02/18/82 SENATE PLACED l:N SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
03/02/82 SENATt; PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
03/03/82 SENATE PLACED ON SPEC.JAL ORDER CALENDAR; AMENDMENT PENDING
-SJ 00309; RETAlNEO ON REGULAR LALENOAR
03/18/82 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM CALENDAR, REFERRED TO RULES ANO CALENDAR
-SJ 00510
03/25/82 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE, IOEN./SI H./COHPARE BIL L PASSED,
REFER TO SB 473 ICH. 82-801

S 0640 GENERAL BILL BY REHM (COMPARE CS/H 0296, CS /S 07371
CHILO ABUSE; PROVlDES FOR SfAT E FUNDING FOR EACH G UARDIAN AD LITEM
PROG RAM; SPEClFIES DUTIES OF OFFICE OF STATE COURTS ADMINISTRATOR.
AMENDS 827.07. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/82.
01/25/82 SENATE FILED
01/28/82 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY-CIVIL, APPROPRIATIONS
S 0617 GENERAL BILL BY KIRK PATRICK ICOHPARE CS/11 0681, CS/H 1069, CS/S 09441
-SJ 00081
LlCENSURE OF ARCHITECTS; PROVIDES EXCEPTION FROM LICENSING REQUIREMENT
02/05/82 SENATE EXTENSION Of TlME GRANTED COMMITTEE JUDICIARY-CIVIL
FOR PERSONS WHO HAKE PLANS & S PECIFICATIONS FOR, OR SUPERVISE THE
02/18/82 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE JUDICIARY-CIVIL; ON
CONSTRUCTION OR ALTERATION OF, TOWNHOUSES; PROVIDES A DEFINITION. AMENDSCOMMITTEE AGENDA-- JUDICIARY-CIVI L 2/22/82 2 PH RH
�
481.2.29,.203. EFFfCTlVE OAJf: 07/01/82.
8
02/22/82 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE BY JUDICI ARY-CIVIL -SJ 00229
01/25/82 SENATE FILED
02/24/82 SENATE NOW IN APPROPRIATIONS -SJ 0022Y; EXTENSION OF TIME
01/28/82 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY AND
CONSUMER AFFAIRS -SJ 00080
GRANTED COMMITTEE APPROPRIATIONS
03/08/82 SENA TE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITT EE APPROPllIATlONS
02/12/82 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME G RANTED COMMITTEE ECOl«JMIC, COMMUNITY
AND CONSUMER AFFAIRS
03/18/82 SENATE WITHORAl.fl FKOM APPROPRIATIONS; REFERRED TO RULES AND
D2/l6/82 SENATE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA-- ECONOMIC, COMM/CONS. AFFAIRS
CALENDAR -SJ 00510
2/17/82 3 PH RH H
03/25/82 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE, IDEN./SIH./COMPARE BIL L PASSED,
COMM.
REPORT:
FAVORABLE
WITH
AMEND.,
PLACED
ON
CALENDAR
02/17/82 SENATE
REFER TO C/S C/S HB 296 ICH. 82-621
BY ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS -SJ 00200
.
ENERAL BIL L BY JOHNSTON !COMPARE CS/H 0906, H 1064, CS/S 0730, S 08821
03/02/82 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; PASSED AS AMENDED; ,'�
SO
� INTANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY T AXES; PROVIDES THAT CERTAIN RETURNS FILED
YEAS 34 NAYS
O -SJ 0 0287
Ol/03/82 HOUSE IN MESSAGES
ON CERTAIN DAYS ARE NOT DELINQUENT; PROVIDES EXCEPTION FROM TREATMENT AS
FUTURE ADVANCE FOR CERTAIN ADJUSTAB LE RATE NOTES & MORTGAGES; PROVIDES
03/04/82 HOUSE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO TOURISM & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
-HJ 00388
EXCEPTION FOR CERTAIN ADJUSTABLE RATE NOTES & MORT GAGE�, ETC. AMENDS
03/05/82 HOUSE WITHDRAWN F ROM TOURISM & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
CHS. 199, 201. EFFECTIVE DATE: 04/02/82.
-HJ 004211 PLACED ON CALENDAR
01/25/82 SENATE FILEO
01/28/82 SENATE INTRODUCEO, REFERRED TO FINANCE, TAXATION ANO CLAIMS
03/16/82 HOUSE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
-SJ 00081
03/Z5/82 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR, IDEN./SIM./COHPARE BILL PASSED, REFER
TO C/S H8 b8l (CH. 82-1791
02/05/82 SENATE ON COMHlTTEE AGENDA- FINANCE, TAX. & CLAIMS 2/09/82
10 AM RH A
02/09/82 SENATE COHH. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AHENO., PLACED ON CALENDAR
S 06l8 GENERAL BILL BY KIRKPATRICK (SIMILAR H 0779, S 07121
FLORIDA RETIREMENT SYSTEM; AUTHORIZES SCHOOL DISTRICTS TO OFFER EARLY
B Y FINANCE, TAXATION ANO C L AIMS -SJ 00139
RETIREMtNT BENEFITS TO CERTAIN EMPLOYEES. AMENDS 121.091. APPROPRIATION.
02/18/82 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; WITHDRAWN FROM
EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/82.
SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR -SJ 00186
01/25/82 SENATE FILED
02/23/82 SENATE PLACED ON S PECIAL OROER CALENDAR; PAS SEO AS AMENDED;
01/28/82 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO EDUCATION, PERSONNEL,
YEAS 35 NAYS
O -SJ 00209
RETIREMENT ANO COL LECTI VE BARGAINING, APPROPRIATIONS
02/24/82 HOUSE IN MESSAGES
-SJ 00081
03/02/82 HOUSE RECEIVED, REFERREO TO FINANCE, T AXATION -ttJ 00360
02/04/82 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM EDUCATION, PERSONNEL, RETI REMENT ANO
03/12/82 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- F. & T.; 413 c; a:oo AH;
COLLECTIV E BARGAINING, APPROPRI ATIONS; INDEFINITE LY
03/15/82
POST PONED -SJ 00114
03/15/82 HOUSE C.OHH. REPORT: FAVORAiiLE WITH AHENO., PLACED ON CALENDAR
B Y FINANCE & TAXATION -HJ 00606
03/16/82 HOUSE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CAL ENDAR; SUBSTITUTED FOR HB
S 0639 GENERAL BILL BY VOGT AND OTHERS !COMPARE CS /H 0362, ENG/S 04731
ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION; PROVIDES THAT D.E.R. EST ABLISH COORDINATION
906; READ StCONO TIME; AMENDMENTS AOOPTEO; READ THIRD
PROCEDURES WITH G&FWFC & O.N.R. TO OBTAI N CERTAIN ADVISORY STUDIES &
TIME; PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 105 NAYS
O -HJ 00612
REPORTS; REQUIRES THAT PERMITTED INSTALLATIONS NOT INTERFERE WITH
03/16/82 SENATE IN MESS AGES
CONSERVATION OF ANlHAL t PLANT, OR AQUATIC LIFE, ETC. AMENDS CH. 403;
03/17/82 SENATE C.ONCURR�O; PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 3• NAYS
01
ORDERED ENGAOSSEO, THEN ENROL�EO -SJ uo.a•
REl'l:ALS 253.7o. EFFECTl�I: DUEi 07/01/82.
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03/Z3/82 SENATE SIGNED BY O FFICERS ANO PRESENfEO TO GOVERNOR -SJ 00555
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 82-83
04/02/82
AMENDED BY HB 23-0 ICH. 82-227)
Oi+/01/82
S 0642 GENERAL BILL BY STEINBERG
STATE GOVERNMENT; TRANSFERS GOVE RNOR'S COIIHlSSlON ON ADVOCACY FOR
PERSONS WlTH DEVELOPMENTAL DlSABIL1TlES FROM EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF
GOVERNOR TO ADMlNISTRATlON D EPARTMENT. EFFECTIVE DATEI Ol/01/82.
01/25/82 SENATE flLEO
01/28/82 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS,
APPROPRIATIONS -SJ 00081
02/15/82 SENATE EXTENSION OF llM� GRANlED tOMHlTTEE GOVERNMENTAL
OPERATIONS
03/01/82 SENATE EXTENSION OF tiME GRANTED COMMITTE� GOVERNMENTAL
OPERATlONS
03/08/82 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE GOVERNMENTAL
OPERATIONS
03/18/82 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS, APPROPRlAllONS;
REFERRED TO RULES ANO CALENDAR -SJ 00510
03/2�/82 SENATE OlED IN COl'IHITTEE ON RULES AND CALENDAR
S 0643 GENERAL BILL/CS BY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS, STEINBERG ANO OTHERS
STATE PURCHASING; PROHIBITS PURCHASE OF CERTAIN FORMS, BONO PAPER, &
LEGAL PAOSI PROHIBITS PURCHASE OF CERTAIN FILE CABINETS; REQUIRES
AGENCIES TO REVIEW EXISTING FORMS; REQUIRES ARCHIVES, HISTORY, & RECORDS
MANAGEMENT DIV. OF STATE DEPT. TO ESTABLISH STANDARDS t GUIDELINES, ETC.
CREATES 287.088. EFFECTIVE DATE: 01/0V&Z.
01/25/82 SENATE FILED
01/28/82 SENATE INTROOUCEO, REFERRED TO GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS, RULES
ANO CALENOAR -SJ 00081
02/02/82 SENATE ON COMMIT TEE AGENDA- GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS 2/04/82
Z PM RM H
02/0't/82 SENATE COMM. REPORT: C/S BY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS -SJ 001•'.5
02/08/82 SENATE NOW IN RULES ANO CALENDAR -SJ 00115
Ol/22/82 SENA TE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE RULES ANO CALENDAR
03/0 8/82 SENA TE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE RULES ANO CALENDAR
03/25/82 SENATE 01�0 IN C OMHlTTEE ON RULES AND CALENDAR
$ 06"4 GENERAL BILL BY GERSTEN
TAXATION; PROVIDES A DECLARATION OF PU8LlC PURPOSE; PROVIDES F OR
AOOITIONAL SEVERANCE TAXES; REQUIRES REVENUE DEPT. TO DISTRIBUTE
REVENUES FROM SUCH TAX TO COUNTIES; REQUIRES EACH COUNTY TO ESTABLISH A
LOCAL GOVERNMENT PROPERTY TAX RELIEF TRUST FUND, ETC. CREATES
211.35,.0305, 200.051,.052. EFFECTI VE DATE: CONTINGENT.
01/25/82 SENATE FILED
01/28/82 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO FINANCE, TAXATlCN AIIO CLAIMS
-SJ 00081
02/12/82 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE F lNANCE, TAXATION
ANO CLAIMS
02/24/82 SENATE EXlfNSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE FINANCE, TAXATION
ANO CLAIMS
03/18/82 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM FINANCE, TAXATION AND CLAIMS; REFERRED
T O RULES ANO CALENDAR -SJ 00510
03/25/82 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RULES ANO CALENOAR

S 0645 JOINT RESOLUTION BY GERSTEN !COMPARE H 04031
HOMESTEAD TAXAllON; CONSTlTUllONAL AMENDMENT RE RATES OF TAXATION;
PERMITS TAXATION OF HOMESTEAD PROPERTY AT OTHER THAN UNIFORM RATE OR
AUlHORllES APPLICATION OF A CREDIT AGAINST THE TAX ON HOMESTEAD
PROPERTY. AMENDS s. 2, ART. Vll.
01/25/82 SENATE FILED
01/28/82 SENATE INTRCOUCED, REFERRED TO FINANCE, TAXATION ANO CLAIMS,
RULES ANO CALENOAR--SJ 00081
02/12/82 SEN.ATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE FINANCE, TAXATION
ANO CLAIMS
OZ/24/82 SENATE EXTENSION O F TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE FINANCE, TAXATION
ANO CLAIMS
03/18/82 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM FINANCE, TAXATION ANO CLAIMS; REFERRED
TO RULES AND CALENDAR -SJ 00510
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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OlED IN COII MlTTEE ON RULES ANO CALENDAR

S 0646 GENERAL Bill BY &ERStEN !COMPARE ENG/S 0682)
COUNtY GOVERNMENT; GRANlS COUNTIES THE POWER TO ENTER INTO CONTRACTS FOR
CONSTRUCTION OF t RElMBURSEM�NT FOR PROJECT FACILITIES BY TENANTS OR
USERS THEREOF. AMENDS 125.012. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/82.
01/25/82 SENATE FILED
01/28/82 SENATE lNTROOUCEO, REFERREO TO ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO
CONSUM�R AFFAIRS -SJ 00081
02/12/82 SENATE EXTENSiON OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY
ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS
02/lb/82 SENATE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- ECONOMIC, COMM/CONS. AFFAIRS
2/17/82 3 PM RM H
02/17/82 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR bY
ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS -SJ 00200
03/02/BZ SENA TE P ASSED; YEAS 32 NAYS
O -SJ 00287
03/03/82 HOUSE IN MESS AGES
03/05/82 HOUSE RECEIVEO, REFERRED TO COMMUNITY AFFAIRS -HJ 00391
03/11/82 HOUSE WITHDRAWN FR.OM COMMUNITY AFFAIRS -HJ 005211 PLACED ON
CALENDAR
03/18/82 SENATE IPASSEU 80TH HOUSE$ AS AMENDMENT TO SB 6821 -SJ 00511
03/25/82 HOU SE DIED ON CALENDAR, I OEN./SlM./CDl'l'ARE BILL PASSED, REFER
10 SB 682 ICH. 82-1041
S 0641 GENERAL BILL/CS BY NATURAL RESOURCES ANO CONSERVATION, JOHNSTON
ISIMlLAR H 1095, COMPARE H 10201
WATER RESOURCES; LIMI TS EXEMPTlDN FOR CLOSED SYSTEMS TO MANAGEMENT OF
SURFACE WATERS WITHIN AGRICULTURAL LANOS; PROVIDES Ac.RlCULTURAL
EXEMPTION FOR CLOSED SYSTEMS SHALL NOT AFFECT CERTAIN PERMIT
REQUIREMENTS; AUTHORIZES DISTRICT GOVERNING BOARDS TO ASSESS FEE, ETC.
AMENDS CH. 373. EFFECTIVE D ATE: 07/01/82.
Ol/Z6/8Z SENATE FlLEO
01/28/BZ SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO NATURAL RESOURCES ANO
CONSERVATIUN -SJ 00081
02/17/82 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTEO COMMITTEE NATURAL RESOURCES
ANO CONSERVATION
02/18/82 SENATE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- NATURAL RESOURCES & CONS.
Z/22/82 2 PM RH H
02/23/82 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE NATURAL RESOURCES
ANO CONSERVATION; ON COMMITTE� AGENOA- NATURAL
RESOURCES & CONS. Z/ZS/8Z 5 PH RH H
02/25/82 SENATE COMM. REPORT: C/S PlACEO ON CALENDAR BY NATURAL
RESOURCES ANO CONSERVATION -SJ 00273
03/09/82 SENATE PLACED ut SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; C/S READ FIRST TIME;
C/S PASSED AS AHENOEO; YEAS 35 NAYS
O -SJ 00356
03/10/82 HOUSE IN MESSAGES
03/17/82 HOUSE RECEIVED, PLACED ON CALENOAR; S UB STITUTED FOR HB 1095;
READ SECOND TIME; REAO THIRD TIME; PASSED; YEAS 111
NAYS
O --HJ OOTZ2
03/11/82 SENATE ORDERED ENP-OLLEU
03/23/BZ SENATE SIGNED BY OFFICERS ANO PRESENTED 10 GOVERNOR -SJ 00555
04/05/82
APPRUVEO BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 82-101

S 0648 GENERAL BlLL BY SKINNER ANO OTHERS ICOHPARE S 09451
TUlllON WAIVERS/GRADUATE ASSISTANTS; REQUIRES BOARD OF REGENTS TO
ESTABLISH GUIDELINES; PROVIDES CERTAIN CRITERIA. EFFECTIVE DATE:
UPON BECOMING LAW.
01/26/82 SENATE FILED
Ol/28/ij2 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED Tu EOUCATICli, APPROPRIATIONS
-SJ 00081
02/11/BZ SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE EDUCATION
02/18/82 SENATE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- EDUCATION 2/22/82 2 PH RH A
02/23/BZ SENATE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- EDUCATION 2/25/82 5 PH RM A
02/25/82 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND. BY EDUCATION
-SJ 00269
02/26/82 SENA TE NOW IN APPROPRIATIONS -SJ 0 0269
03/08/82 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE APPROPRIATIONS
03/18/82 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM APPROPRIATIONS; REFERRED TO RULES AND
CALENDAR -SJ 00510
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Myers
Lippman
Mann
Nergard
Martin
Nuckolls
Martinez
Ogden
McEwan
Pajcic
McPherson, S. Patchett
Mee!:
Patterson
Meffert
Plummer,J.
Melby
Plummer, L. H.
Messersmith
Price
Mitchell
Ready
Moffitt
Reynolds
Moore
Richmond

Robinson
Rosen
Sample
Shackelford
Sheldon
Silver
Smith,C.R.
Smith,J.H.
Smith,L.J.
Spaet
Steele
Thomas
Thompson

T ygart
Upchurch
Ward
Watt
Webster
Weinstock
Wetherell
Williams
Woodburn
Young

Nays-None
Votes after roll call:
Yeas-T. McPherson
So the bill passed, as amended, and was immediately certified
to the Senate after engrossment.

Consideration of the Special and Continuing Order
Without objection consideration of HB 1113 and CS/ SB 168
was temporarily deferred.
HB 24-A bill to be entitled An act relating to the exhibition
of motion pictures; creating s. 601.139, Florida Statutes, relat
ing to "R" rated motion pictures; requiring advertisements of
such films to give notice of the rating; prohibiting the admit
tance of any person under 17 years of age not accompanied by
an adult to an "R" rated motion picture; providing penalties;
providing a defense; providinc an effective date.
-was read the second time by title. On motion by Rep.
Hollin�sworth, the rules were waived and the bill was read the
third tune by title.
Pending roll call, Rep. Easley moved the previous question on
the bill, which was agreed to. The question recurred on the
passage ofHB 24. The vote was:
Yeaa--80
Allen
Bankhead
Batchelor
Boles
Brantley
Brodie
Brown
Burnsed
Bush
Carlton
Carpenter
Casas
Clements
Cosgrove
Crady
Crotty
Danson
Deratany
Drage
Dunbar

Ogden
Jones, C. F.
Dyer
Jones, D. L.
Patchett
Easley
Plummer,J.
Evans-Jones
Kelly
Plummer, L.H.
Kimmel
Ewing
Price
Lehman
Foster
Ready
Lehtinen
Gallagher
Richmond
Lewis
Gardner
Robinson
Lippman
Girardeau
Sample
Mann
Grant
Shackelford
Hagler
Martin
Sheldon
McEwan
Hall, L. J.
McPherson, S. Sm1th,J.H.
Hattaway
Steele
Hawkins, L.R. Meffert
Thompson
Hawkins, M. E. Melby
Messersmith
Hazouri
Tygart
Mitchell
Ward
Hieber
Hodges, W.R. Moore
Watt
Webster
Hollingsworth Myers
Williams
Johnson, B. L. Nergard
Woodburn
Johnaon,R. C. Nuckolls

Nays-26
The Chair
Bell
Burrall
Davis
Fox
Friedman
Gordon

Patterson
Hall,C. A.
Rosen
Hodes
Johnson, A. E. Sadowski
Silver
Kershaw
Smith,C.R.
Meek
Smith,L.J.
O'Malley
Spaet
Pajcic

Thomas
Upchurch
Weinstock
Wetherell
Young

Votes after roll call:
Yeas-G. Hodges, Cox, T. McPherson
Nays-Mills
So the bill passed and was immediately certified to the
Senate.
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CS/HB 906 by the Committee on Finance & Taxation and
Representative Bankhead was taken up. On motions by Rep.
Pajcic, the rules were waived andSB 641-A bill to be entitled An act relating to intangible
personal property taxes, amending s. 199.023(7), Florida Stat
utes; modifying a definition; amending s. 199.042(1)(a), Florida
Statutes; providing that certain returns filed on certain days
are not delinquent; amending s. 199.072(1)(f), Florida Stat
utes; providing an exemption for all obligations, except bonds,
secured by a lien on real property located outside the state·
providing that such exemption is retroactive to January 1:
1979; amending s. 199.062, Florida Statutes; revising provisions
relating to reports to the Department of Revenue and stock
holders by companies and corporations of Florida stockholder
information; specifying exemptions; revising dates and penal
ties; providing an effective date.
-a similar or companion measure,
for and read the second time by title.

waa

substituted there

The Committee on Finance & Taxation offered the follow
ing amendment:
AJUendment 1-On page 3, line 1, after "Section 3.", insert:
Section 199.062(7) (d), Florida Statutes, is amended to read
as follows:
199.052 Returns.(7)(d) If the mortgage, deed of trust, or other lien subject
to the tax levied by this chapter secures future advances as
provided in section 697 .04, the tax shall be paid at the tim; of
execution on the initial debt or obligation secured, excluding
future advances; at the time and so often as any future ad
vance is made, the tax shall be paid on all sums then advanced.

Any increa;ie in the amount of original indebtedness caused
by interest accruing under an ad;ustable rate note or mort
gage having an initial interest rate adjuatment interval of
not Jess than 6 months and secured by a one-to-four family
atructure shall, however, be taxable as a future advance only
to the extent such increase is a computable aum certain when
the document is executed. The trustee under any such deed

of trust or the owner of any such mortgage or other instrument
evidencing such lien making any such advance shall pay the tax
prescribed in this chapter in respect to the amount of the
advance; and the clerk shall place a notation on the record
of the mortgage, deed of trust, or other instrument evidencing
such lien, or upon any supplemental instrument evidencing such
advance and offered for recording, showing the amount of tax
received by him. Failure to pay the tax shall not affect the
lien for any such future advance given by section 697.04, but
any person who shall fail or refuse to pay such tax due by him
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction shall be
fined accordingly. The mortgage, deed of trust, or other instru
ment shall not be enforceable in any court of this state as to
any such advance unless and until the tax due thereon upon
each advance that may have been made thereunder has been
paid. (renumber subsequent sections)
Rep. Pajcic moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
The Committee on Finance & Taxation offered the following
amendment:

· M·�npage 7, line 26, after "Section 6.", insert:
1. 8
, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

Section

201.08 Tax on promissory or nonnegotiable written obli
gations to pay money, or assignments of wages or other com
pensation; exception.(!) On promissory notes, nonnegotiable notes, written obli
gations to pay money, or assignments of salaries, wages, or
other compensation made, executed, delivered, sold, transferred,
or assigned in the state, and for each renewal of the same, on
each $100 of the indebtedness or obligation evidenced thereby
the tax shall be 15 cents on each $100 or fraction thereof. On
mortgages, trust deed, security agreements, or other evidences
of indebtedness filed or recorded in this state, and for each
renewal of the same, on each $100 of the indebtedness or obli
gation eyidenced thereby the tax �hall �e 15 cents on each $100
or fraction thereof. Mortgages, !Deluding, but not limited to
mortgages executed without the state and recorded in the state'
which incorporate the certificate of indebtedness, not otherwis�
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shown in separate instruments, are subject to the same tax
at the same rate. When there is both a mortgage, trust deed,
or security agreement and a note, certificate of indebtedness,
or obligation, the tax shall be paid on the mortgage, trust
deed, or security agreement at the time of recordation. A nota
tion shall be made on the note, certificate of indebtedness, or
obligation that the tax has been paid and the proper stamps
affixed to the mortgage, trust deed, or security agreement. If
the mortgage, trust deed, security agreement, or other evidence
of indebtedness subject to the tax levied by this section secures
future advances, as provided in s. 697 .04, the tax shall be paid
at the time of recordation on the initial debt or obligation
secured, excluding future advances; at the time and so often
as any future advance is made, the tax shall be paid on all
sums then advanced regardless of where such advance is made.

Notwithatanding the afore stated general rule, any increase
in the amount of original indebtedness caused by interest
accruing under an adjustable rate note or mortgage having
an initial interest rate adjustment interval of not less than 6
months and secured by a one-to-four family structure shall be
tCUllable as a future advance only to the e::r:tent such increase
. is a computable sum certain when the document is e::r:ecuted.

Failure to pay the tax shall not affect the lien for any such
future advance given by s. 697.04, but any person who fails or
refuses to pay such tax due by him is guilty of a misdemeanor
of the first degree. The mortgage, trust deed, or other instru
ment shall not be enforceable in any court of this state as to
any such advance unless and until the tax due thereon upon each
advance that may have been made thereunder has been paid.
Section 8.
to read:

Section 201.09(3), Florida Statutes, is created

201.09 Renewal of Existing Promissory Notes and Mortgages; Exemption.(I) A note given in renewal of an adjustable rate note or
mortgage which has an initial interest rate adjustment interval
of not less than 6 months and iB secured by a one-to-four
family atructure shall be subject to ta::r:ation only to the e::r:tent
of an11 accrued interest upon which ta::r:es have not previously
been paid, notwithstanding the provision.a contained -in (1)
above. (renumber subsequent sections)

Rep. Pajcic moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
The Committee on Finance & Taxation offered the following
title amendment:

.Amendment 3-On page 1, line 7, after "delinquent;", insert:
amending s. 199.052(7) (d),Florida Statutes; providing an excep
tion from treatment as a future advance for certain adjustable
rate notes and mortgages;
Rep. Pajcic moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
The Committee on Finance & Taxation offered the following
title amendment:

.Amendment

4-On page 1, line 11, strike: to January 1, 1979

Rep. Pajcic moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
The Committee on Finance & Taxation offered the following
title amendment:
.Amendment 5-On page 1, line 17, after "penalties;", insert:
amending s. 201.08(1), Florida Statutes; providing an exception
for certain adjustable rate notes and mortgages; amending
s. 201.09, Florida Statutes; providing an exception for certain
adjustable rate notes and mortgages;

Brown
Burnsed
Burrall
Bush
Carlton
Carpenter
Casas
Clements
Cosgrove
Cox
Crady
Crotty
Danson
Davis
Deratany
Drage
Dunbar
Dyer
Easley
Evans-Jones
Ewing
Foster
Fox
Friedman
Gallagher

Gardner
Girardeau
Gordon
Grant
Hagler
Hall,C.A.
Hall, L.J.
Hattaway
Hawkins, L. R.
Hawkins, M. E.
Hazouri
Hieber
Hodes
Hodges, G.
Hodges, W. R.
Hollingsworth
Johnson,A. E.
Johnson, B. L.
Johnson, R. C.
Jones,C.F.
Jones,D. L.
Kelly
Kershaw
Kimmel
Lehman

Lehtinen
Lewis
Liberti
Mann
Martin
Martinez
McEwan
Meek
Meffert
Melby
Messersmith
Mitchell
Moore
Myers
Nergard
Nuckolls
Ogden
O'Malley
Pajcic
Patchett
Patterson
Plummer,J.
Price
Ready
Reynolds
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Richmond
Robinson
Rosen
Sample
Shackelford
Silver
Smith,C. R.
Smith,J.H.
Smith,L.J.
Spaet
Steele
Thomas
Thompson
Tygart
Upchurch
Watt
Webster
Weinstock
Wetherell
Williams
Woodbum
Young

Nays-None
Votes after roll call:
Yeas-L. H. Plummer, T. McPherson
So the bill passed, as amended, and was immediately certified
to the Senate after engrossment.
Under Rule 7.11, CS/HB 906, a similar or companion measure,
was laid on the table.
Without objection, consideration of HB 1125, CS/HB 931,
HB's 990, 1003, CS/SB 183, CS/HB 211 was temporarily de
ferred.
By the Committee on Corrections, Probation & Parole and
Representative BushCS/HB 447-A bill to be entitled An act relating to parole;
ad�ing _a S?bsection to S: 947.002, Florida Statutes, providing
leg1slat1ve intent; amending s. 947.04(2) (a), Florida Statutes,
relating to the organization of the Parole and Probation Com
mission; amending s. 947.071, Florida Statutes, limiting the
kinds of orders of the commission which must be indexed;
amending s. 947.095, Florida Statutes, authorizing hearing ex
aminers to conduct interviews; amending s. 947.135(2) and
(3)(a), Florida Statutes, providing intent with respect to youth
ful offenders in the mutual participation program; authorizing
vocational education as part of the program; amending s. 947.16, Florida Statutes, changing the schedule for initial parole
interviews; authorizing interview postponements and deferrals;
providing separate procedures with respect to specified kinds
of inmates; amending s. 947 .172, Florida Statutes, delaying the
period of not�fication of an inmate's presumptive parole release
date; amending s. 947.173(1), Florida Statutes, limiting the
number of reviews of a presumptive parole release date;
amending s. 947.174, Florida Statutes, providing for subsequent
interviews rather than hearings; creating s. 947.1745, Florida
Statutes, changing time periods with respect to final inter
views prior to the presumptive parole release date; amending
s. 947.19(2), Florida Statutes, extending the time in which an
inmate may request modification of his parole; providing an
effective date.
-was read the first time by title. On motion by Rep. Bush,
the rules were waived and the bill was read the second time
by title.

Rep. Pajcic moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.

Representatives Bush and Ward offered the following amend
ment:

On motion by Rep. Pajcic, the rules were waived and SB
641, as amended, was read the third time by title. On passage,
the vote was:

Amendment I-Strike everything after the enacting clause
and insert: Section 1. Subsection (20) of section 20.315, Flor
ida Statutes, is amended to read:

Yeas-105

20.315 Department of Corrections.-There is created a De
partment of Corrections.

TheChair
Allen

Bankhead
Batchelor

Bell
Boles

Brantley
Brodie

(20) � Ilefl&Ptme11t � CePPeetieae 8fttH-l pePfel'M &Wteti
aaalyaie, reseaPee:, � JIP8fi'&BI e•,•alua1iiea ;fep � �
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DATE:

(REVISED February 9, 1982)

SB�ATE STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECO:IOMIC IMPACT STA.TtMEIIT
WJJllt

B.W.B£HU.

1.

1,

2. ----- -----

2,

FT&C

Fav./2 amend;.

3. ------ ------

3.

SUBJECT:

BILL Ho. AND SPONSOR:

Intangible Personal Property Tax

1.

SB 641 by Senator Johnston

SUMMARY
A.

Present Situation:
In order for an affiriated group to file a consolidated return on
its intangibles tax, section 199.023 (7), Florida Statutes, states
that the parent corporation must have its principal place of business
in Florida. The Florida Supreme Court declared in 1978 that the
Florida parent requirement was unconstitutional. Currently, large
out-of-state corporate accounts continue to file unconsolidated returns
which are later amended by refund request or by audit.
Section l99.042(l)(a), Florida Statutes, does not currently allow
the Department of Revenue to accept a return marked by postage meter
on June 30 as a timely filed return. It also does not contain a
provision for a delinquency date falling on a weekend or a holiday.
The sales tax does have such provisions in section 212.ll(l), Florida
Statutes.

B. Effect of Proposed Changes:
Section l amends the definition of an affiliated group so as to eliminate
the requirement that a group have a Florida parent in order to file
a consolidated return. It complies with the decision of the Florida
Supreme Court on this issue.
Section 2 provides for the acceptance of intangible tax returns marked
by a postage meter. It also allows for returns to be considered timely
if the return is filed on the first workday following a due date
which falls on a Sunday, Saturday, or a legal holiday.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE
A.

Public:
Both amendments make filing the intangible tax easier for taxpayers.

B.

Government:
Since both changes are technical changes, there is no fiscal impact
involved, with a minimal impact upon costs.

III.

COMMENTS
This bill becomes effective upon becoming a law.

IV. AMENDMENTS

Ul by Finance, Taxation and Claims: removes the requirement that out-of
state notes, bonds, and other obligations secured by mortgage deed of trust,
or other lien upon real property situated out of the state need to have paid
a documentary or recording tax in the jurisdiction where the real property is
located, in order to receive this intangible personal property tax exemption.
There is no fiscal impact to this amendment due to the fact that very few
states do not have a recording or documentary tax. Florida has not collected
from instruments recorded in these states in the past. This section
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Analyst: Taylor
Staff Director: Beggs
Subject:
Intangible Personal Property Tax

Bill No. And Sponsor:
SB 641 by Senator Jolmston

becomes effective retroactively to January 1, 1979.
takes effect upon becoming a law.
02 by Finance, Taxation and Claims:
amendment Ill,

The rest of the bill

Title amendment relating to

Prepared 03/12/82
by the Committee on
Finance and Taxation

STATE OF FLORIDA
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

SB 641
Bill Number
As Engrossed

1982
FISCAL NOTE
STATE GOVERNMENT IMPACT

In compliance with Rule 7.16, there is hereby submitted a fiscal note on the
above listed bill relative to the effect on revenues, expenditures, or fiscal
liability of the State.

===================================================================================
I•

DESCRIPTION OF BILL:
A. Fund or �3x Affected

Intangible Personal Property Tax

B.

Principal Agency Affected

Department of Revenue

C.

Sponsor's Statement of Purpose

D.

Narrative Summary
Amends s. 199.023, F.S., revising the definition of an "affiliated
group" to conform with a Florida Supreme Court decision which held
that the stricken language is unconstitutional.
Amends s, 199.042, F.S., clarifying the delinquency date should June
30 fall on a weekend or holiday.
Amends s. 199.062, F.S. Extends the reporting date from April l of
each year to June 30 of each year for Florida stockholder reports
and broker customer reports.
Requires companies doing business in Florida to report stock
ownership information only if the company paid no dividend on a
class of stock during the previous year.
Allows companies to make a binding election to pay the intangible
tax as agent for shareholders and requires notification of the
election to be filed with the department and shareholders by April 1
each year.
Modifies the penalty for noncompliance with information reporting
requirements from $100, plus $50 per month, to $10 for each
stockholder or customer record and a flat $100 for other reports,
The department may waive or compromise these penalties,
Clarifies the uniform reporting requirements and the exclusion, and
eliminates the requirement to file balance sheets,
Amends s. 199,072, to exempt all notes and other obligations, except
bonds, that are secured by a lien on real property situated outside
the state.

I I.

FISCAL IMPACT ON STATE AGENCIES/STATE FUNDS:
A. Non-Recurring or First Year Start-up Effects
Unknown

a.

Recurring or Annualized Continuation Effects
Will result in an indeterminable loss to the state.

C.

Long Run Effects other than Normal Growth
Unknown

D.

Appropriations Consequences/Source of Funds
See a. above

82s064lin0

Staff Director

Pr&pared 03/12/82
by the committee on
Finance and Taxation

STATE OF FLORIDA
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
1982
FISCAL NOTE

SB 641
Bill Number
As Engrossed

STATE GOVERNMENT IMPACT
In compliance with Rule 7.16, there is hereby submitted a fiscal note on the
above listed bill relative to the effect on revenues, expenditures, or fiscal
liability of the State.

===================================================================================
The criteria for the applicable court case is
Corp., 358 So.2d 1343 (Fla. 1978),

Dept. of Revenue v. Amrep

Section 5 is retroactive to January 1, 1979, thus, if any taxpayer
remitted tax on an obligation secured by real property located out of
state, upon which no documentary or recording tax was paid; passage of
this bill would entitle the taxpayer to a refund.

(Page 2 of 2)

Staff Director

Prepared 03/15/82
by the Committee on
Finance and Taxation

STATE OF FLORIDA
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

SB 641
Bill Number
As Amended

1982
FISCAL NOTE
STATE GOVERNMENT IMPACT

In compliance with Rule 7.16, there is hereby submitted a fiscal note on the
above listed bill relative to the effect on revenues, expenditures, or fiscal
,
liability of the State.

===================================================================================·
I.

DESCRIPTION OF BILL:
A. Fund or �ax Affected

Intangible Personal Proper:y Tax

B.

Principal Agency Affected

Department of Revenue

c.

Sponsor's Statement of Purpose

D.

Narrative Summary
Amends s. 199.023, F.S., revising the definition of an "affiliated
group" to conform with a Florida Supreme Court decision which held
that the stricken language is unconstitutional.
Amends s. 199.042, F.S., clarifying the.delinquency date should June
30 fall on a weekend or holiday.
Amends s. 199.062, F.S. Extends the reporting date from April l of
each year to June 30 of each year for Florida stockholder reports
and broker customer reports. Requires companies doing business in
Florida to report stock ownership information only if the company
paid no dividend on a class of stock during the previous year.
Allows companies to make a binding election to pay the intangible
tax as agent for shareholders and requires notification of the
election to be filed with the department and shareholders by April l
each year. Modifies the penalty for noncompliance with information
reporting requirements from $100, plus $50 per month, to $10 for
each stockholder or customer record and a flat $100 for other
reports. The department may waive or compromise these penalties.
Clarifies the uniform reporting requirements and the exclusion, and
eliminates the requirement to file balance sheets.
Amends s. 199.072, to exempt all notes and other obligations, except
bonds, that are secured by a lien on real property situated outside
the state.
Amends ss. 199.052, 201.08, and 201.09, F.S., to provide that
increases in the amount of an original indebtedness caused by
interest accruing under certain adjustable rate note or mortgage
shall be taxed as future advances only to the extent the initial
increase is a computable sum certain when the document is executed
(in most instances the tax will be on the face amount).

II.

FISCAL IMPACT ON STATE AGENCIES/STATE FUNDS:
A. Non-Recurring or First Year Start-up Effects
See comments
B.

c.
D.

Recurring or Annualized Continuation Effects
A loss of $250,000 per year due to the amendment to s. 199.072, F.S.
Long Run Effects other than Normal Growth
Unknown
Appropriations Consequences/Source of Funds
See B. above

82s064lal0

Staff Director

Prepared 03/15/82
by the Committee on
Finance and Taxation

STATE OF FLORIDA
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
1982
FISCAL NOTE

SB 641
Bill Number
As Amended

STATE GOVERNMENT IMPACT
In compliance with Rule 7.16, there is hereby submitted a fiscal note on the
above listed bill relative to the effect on revenues, expenditures, or fiscal
liability of the State.

===================================================================================;
::I.

COMMENTS:
The cite for the applicable court case is Dept. of Revenue v. Amrep
Corp., 358 So.2d 1343 (Fla. 1978).

Section 5 is retroactive to January 1, 1979, thus, if any taxpayer
remitted tax on an obligation secured by real property located out of
state, upon which no documentary or recording tax was paid; passage of
this bill would entitle the taxpayer to a refund.

(Page 2 of 2)

Staff Director

Prepared 03/12/82
by the Committee on
Finance and Taxation

STATE OF FLORIDA
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

SB 641
Bill Number
As Engrossed

1982

FISCAL NOTE
STATE GOVERNMENT IMPACT

In compliance with Rule 7.16, there is hereby submitted a fiscal note on the
above listed bill relative to the effect on revenues, expenditures, or fiscal
liability of the State.

===================================================================================
I.

DESCRIPTION OF BILL:

A.

Fund or �3x Affected

Intangible Personal Property Tax

B.

Principal Agency Affected

Department of Revenue

C.

Sponsor's Statement of Purpose

D.

Narrative Summary
Amends s. 199.023, F.S., revising the definition of an "affiliated
group" to conform with a Florida Supreme Court decision which held
that the stricken language is unconstitutional.
Amends s. 199.042, F.S., clarifying the delinquency date should June
30 fall on a weekend or holiday.
Amends s. 199.062, F.S. Extends the reporting date from April 1 of
each year to June 30 of each year for Florida stockholder reports
and broker customer reports.
Requires companies doing business in Florida to report stock
ownership information only if the company paid no dividend on a
class of stock during the previous year.
Allows companies to make a binding election to pay the intangible
tax as agent for shareholders and requires notification of the
election to be filed with the department and shareholders by April 1
each year.
Modifies the penalty for noncompliance with information reporting
requirements from $100, plus $50 per month, to $10 for each
stockholder or customer record and a flat $100 for other reports.
The department may waive or compromise these penalties.
Clarifies the uniform reporting requirements and the exclusion, and
eliminates the requirement to file balance sheets.
Amends s. 199.072, to exempt all notes and other obligations, except
bonds, that are secured by a lien on real property situated outside
the state.

II.

FISCAL IMPACT ON STATE AGENCIES/STATE FUNDS:

A.

Non-Recurring or First Year Start-up Effects
Unknown

B.

Recurring or Annualized Continuation Effects
Will result in an indeterminable loss to the state.

C.

Long Run Effects other than Normal Growth
Unknown

D.

Appropriations Consequences/Source of Funds
See B. above

82s064lin0

Staff Director

Prepared 03/12/82
by the Committee on
Finance and Taxation

STATE OF FLORIDA
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

1982
FISCAL NOTE

SB 641
Bill Number
As Engrossed

STATE GOVERNMENT IMPACT

In compliance with Rule 7.16, there is hereby submitted a fiscal note on the
above listed bill relative to the effect on revenues, expenditures, or fiscal
liability of the State.
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III.

COMMENTS:
The criteria for the applicable court case is
Corp., 358 So.2d 1343 (Fla. 1978).

Dept. of Revenue v. Amrep

Section 5 is retroactive to January 1, 1979, thus, if any taxpayer
remitted tax on an obligation secured by real property located out of
state, upon which no documentary or recording tax was paid; passage of
this bill would entitle the taxpayer to a refund.
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In compliance with Rule 7.16, there is hereby submitted a fiscal note on the
above listed bill relative to the effect on revenues, expenditures, or fiscal
liability of the State.
==============================================-----================================I.

DESCRIPTION OF BILL:
A. Fund or Tax Affected

Intangible Personal Proper:y Tax

B.

Principal Agency Affected

Department of Revenue

c.

Sponsor's Statement of Purpose

D.

Narrative Summary
Amends s. 199.023, F.S., revising the definition of an "affiliated
group" to conform with a Florida Supreme Court decision which held
that the stricken language is unconstitutional.
Amends s. 199.042, F.S., clarifying the.delinquency date should June
30 fall on a weekend or holiday.
Amends s. 199.062, F.S. Extends the reporting date from April 1 of
each year to June 30 of each year for Florida stockholder reports
and broker customer reports. Requires companies doing business in
Florida to report stock ownership information only if the company
paid no dividend on a class of stock during the previous year.
Allows companies to make a binding election to pay the intangible
tax as agent for shareholders and requires notification of the
election to be filed with the department and shareholders by April 1
each year. Modifies the penalty for noncompliance with information
reporting requirements from $100, plus $50 per month # to $10 for
each stockholder or customer record and a flat $100 for other
reports. The department may waive or compromise these penalties.
Clarifies the uniform reporting requirements and the exclusion, and
eliminates the requirement to file balance sheets.
Amends s. 199.072, to exempt all notes and other obligations, except
bonds, that are secured by a lien on real property situated outside
the state.
Amends ss. 199.052, 201.08, and 201.09, F.S., to provide that
increases in the amount of an original indebtedness caused by
interest accruing under certain adjustable rate note or mortgage
shall be taxed as future advances only to the extent the initial
increase is a computable sum certain when the document is executed
{in most instances the tax will be on the face amount).

I I.

FISCAL IMPACT ON STATE AGENCIES/STATE FUNDS:
A. Non-Recurring or First Year Start-up Effects
See comments

B.

c.
D.

Recurring or Annualized Continuation Effects
A loss of $250,000 per year due to the amendment to s. 199.072, F.S.
Long Run Effects other than Normal Growth
Unknown
Appropriations Consequences/Source of Funds
See B. above
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In compliance with Rule 7.16, there is hereby submitted a fiscal note on the
above listed bill relative to the effect on revenues, expenditures, or fiscal
liability of the State.
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::I.

COMMENTS:
The cite for the applicable court case is Dept. of Revenue v. Amrep
Corp., 358 So.2d 1343 (Fla. 1978).

Section 5 is retroactive to January 1, 1979, thus, if any taxpayer
remitted tax on an obligation secured by real property located out of
state, upon which no documentary or recording tax was paid; passage of
this bill would entitle the taxpayer to a refund.
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DATE:

(REVISED February 9, 1982)

SEHATE STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECO:�OMIC IMPACT STATEMEUT
AEFEAENCf.

1.

1.

2.

2.

Fr&C

Fav. /2 amend �.

3.

3.

SUBJECT:

BILL rfo, AND SPONSOR:

Intangible Personal Property Tax

I.

Aill.Wi

SB 641 by Senator Johnston

SUMMARY
A.

Present Situation:
In order for an affiriated group to file a consolidated return on
its intangibles tax, section 199.023(7), Florida Statutes, states
t.hat the parent corporation must have its principal place of business
in Florida. The Florida Supreme Court declared in 1978 that the
Florida parent requirement was unconstitutional. Currently, large
out-of-state corporate accounts continue to file unconsolidated returns
which are later amended by refund request or by audit.
Section 199.042(1)(a), Florida Statutes, does not currently allow
the Department of Revenue to accept a return marked by postage meter
on June 30 as a timely filed return. It also does not contain a
provision for a delinquency date falling on a weekend or a holiday.
The sales tax does have such provisions in section 212.11(1), Florida
Statutes.

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
Section 1 amends the definition of an affiliated group so as to eliminate
the requirement that a group have a Florida parent in order to file
a consolidated return. It complies with the decision of the Florida
Supreme Court on this issue.
Section 2 provides for the acceptance of intangible tax returns marked
by a postage meter. It also allows for returns to be considered timely
if the return is filed on the first workday following a due date
which falls on a Sunday, Saturday, or a legal holiday.

II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE
A.

Public:
Both amendments make filing the intangible tax easier for taxpayers.

B.

Government:
Since both changes are technical changes, there is no fiscal impact
involved, with a minimal impact upon costs.

III.

COMMENTS
This bill becomes effective upon becoming a law.

IV.

AMENDMENTS
#1 by Finance, Taxation and Claims: removes the requirement that out-of
state notes, bonds, and other obligations secured by mortgage deed of trust,
or other lien upon real property situated out of the state need to have paid
a documentary or recording tax in the jurisdiction where the real property is
located, in order to receive this intangible personal property tax exemption.
There is no fiscal impact to this amendment due to the fact that very few
states do not have a recording or documentary tax. Florida has not collected
from instruments recorded in these states in the past. This section
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becomes effective retroactively to January 1, 1979.
takes effect upon becoming a law.
#2 by Finance, Taxation and Claims:
amendment Ill •

The rest of the bill

Title amendment relating to

